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South Jersey auction is a chance to
bag fine duck decoys. E3

A primer on removing
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Julia Rogers of Malvern in the

sitting room off her master
bedroom, papered in a large
graphic print in cream, teal.
DAVID SWANSON / Staff Photographer

WOWPAPER
A daring hot-pink
floral paper pairs

with striped
paper below
in a room in
Rachel
Schwartz’s
Haverford home:
Inspired by childhood memories.

M

We turn the page on wallpaper: Once
it was dowdy; now young buyers think
it’s a cool covering, with bold and
modern pattern and texture.

By Kathleen Nicholson Webber
FOR THE INQUIRER

aureen Doron’s favorite spring look at
her Bryn Mawr store is a Milly floral coat
over a striped dress. So it’s no surprise
the owner of Skirt wanted to use color
and pattern in the first home she bought
at 29 with her husband, Nathan.
“I wanted it to be classic, yet young and fresh,” she
says of the stone Colonial in Broomall. She also wanted it to look finished even before she moved in.
Mona Ross Berman was just the kindred spirit to
help Doron. But the Chestnut Hill designer presented
her with an element banished by the previous generation of homeowners — wallpaper.
See WALLPAPER on E4

Rachel Schwartz’s
laundry features bright

ED HILLE / Staff Photographer

Discover your own style.

Know thyself,
and decorate
with confidence

Changing Skyline By Inga Saffron

A minimum of glitter, but it’s a real gem
S

By Mary Beth Breckenridge

W
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hen it comes to decorating, six little
words often stand between dreams
and reality:
I don’t know where to start.
It’s inertia rooted in fear — fear of making
mistakes, fear of wasting money, fear of being
judged unfavorably, interior designer Lauri
Ward said.
“People are terrified of decorating,” said
Ward, who pioneered the concept of interior
redesign, or decorating by rearranging the furniture and other items people already own.
She thinks the fear is especially acute
among women, who often believe decorating
ability should be inherent. “Just because you
See DECORATE on E2

Thibaut medallions of
ladies washing clothes.
At the Koch home in
Margate, oversize
Thibaut floral print in
the kitchen.

SHARON GEKOSKI-KIMMEL / Staff Photographer

The children’s pool at the Salvation Army Kroc Center is an amenity-laden water park.

ometimes the most familiar-looking works
of architecture produce the most radical
results. Such is the case with the Salvation
Army’s Kroc Center, which opened its doors this
winter in one of those hollowed-out, industrialera exclusion zones that pockmark so much of
North Philadelphia.
Driving by on a dreary, un- New Kroc
derpopulated stretch of Wissahickon Avenue, you might not Center
recognize the Kroc Center as a fills lots
brand-new building; from the
road, it appears that ordinary. of needs
If you bothered to give the low- for North
slung, sandy-colored brick
structure more than a glance, Phila.
its exact function might not be
apparent either. School? Church? Rec center? Social-services agency? The Kroc Center, designed
by Philadelphia’s MGA Partners, is all the things
mentioned above, and yet it is far more than the
sum of its parts.
For the hundreds of people who troop in every
See SKYLINE on E5
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Covering
the walls with
wowpaper

WALLPAPER from E1
“A few years ago I would
show it to a client and the
response was, ‘Really?’ ” Berman says. “It had a very
stodgy, old-lady reputation.
Now there is a modern way to
do it.”
Goodbye, florals and fruit.
The new graphic and contemporary designs offered by
companies like Osborne & Little, Thibaut, Designers Guild,
Quadrille, Hinson, Studio
Printworks, and Galbraith &
Paul — as well as the recent
ease of installing and removing recycled kinds — are making wallpaper cool again with
the younger set. Even
Jonathan Adler, who just
opened a store in Old City,
started selling wallpaper five
years ago.
“Wallpaper is really fashion
forward,” says Laura Buchner of Meadowbank Designs
in Wayne. This year Buchner
saw unusual applications like
sea grass with nailheads, real
slate wallpaper, and interesting color metallics. For client
Julia Rogers in Malvern, she
chose a large graphic leaf
print in cream and teal for
her sitting room off the master bedroom.
“Wallpaper can transform a
room so much more than
paint,” says Buchner, who has
an oversize paisley print paper in gray, blue, and orange
in one room of the office she
shares with fellow designer
Kirsten McCoy.
Berman gave depth to the
Dorons’ dining room and powder room with textured sea
grass, and for the foyer, master bath, nursery, and breakfast room, modern patterns.
“It automatically changes a
room by adding a new dimension,” Berman says. “You can
wallpaper a small space and
add a mirror, and it looks finished.”
Some designers see the latest love for paper as part of a
regular wax and wane cycle.
Although the first evidence of
wallpaper showed up in 2000

B.C., the stuff didn’t become
affordable for regular households until the Victorian era.
It was especially popular in
the 1920s when self-expression and materialism were
valued, but paper lost its
edge again when homeowners got frustrated with its inability to stay clean. Come
the ’70s and then ’80s, wallpaper was all the rage again.
“I think it fell by the wayside because people were doing things like faux and textured painting,” said Paul Romano, vice president of sales
at Quadrille’s showroom in
New York, where sales have
increased since the company
brought back wallpaper three
years ago.
At Thibaut, a 125-year-old
company based in New Jersey, public relations director
Stacy Senior Allan says wallpaper has become more hip
in the last five years, with increased sales to prove it.
“Younger consumers are
discovering wallpaper for the
first time,” Allan said. “They
don’t have the preconceived
idea that wallpaper is oldfashioned, and they just think
wallpaper is fun and cool.”
Cynthia Mimmo says sales
are strong, too, at Croce at
the Marketplace Design Center, which represents Thibaut, Phillip Jeffries, China
Seas and Studio Printworks.
“The old-lady florals are
gone,” says Mimmo, in the
business 25 years with a master’s degree in textile design.
“We call it wallcovering, not
wallpaper, because today it is
made of glass beads, cork,
shaved wood, and actual slate
and stone. The grass cloths
that were introduced in the
’50s are now made of renewable resources like bamboo,
and bamboo is hot now.
There are also prints on grass
cloth. The old-looking colors
are gone and traditional designs like damask are restyled to look hip in bold,
bright colors.” Reality-TV decorating shows have helped in-

SHARON GEKOSKI-KIMMEL / Staff Photographer

Maureen Doron chose textured sea grass wallpaper for the
dining room and powder room in her Bryn Mawr home.

SHARON GEKOSKI-KIMMEL / Staff Photographer

Maureen Doron looks up the staircase from the foyer with her son Noah, 2. She chose wallpaper to decorate her Bryn Mawr
home, suggested by Chestnut Hill designer Mona Ross Berman.

RACHEL SCHWARTZ

Rachel Schwartz chose a

striped paper by Brunschwig
& Fils; the ceiling is Seabrook
orange and yellow diamond.

sorption, she says.
Wallpaper does have an obvious drawback. It’s certainly
paper by Osborne & Little. Schwartz worked with two designers at Walls & Windows.
easier, and cheaper, to
troduce these new products stery. “There was a time the with wallpaper, too, and has change a paint mistake.
to the public, Mimmo says.
younger set didn’t get it be- seen in the last couple of
So how can homeowners go
“It’s totally back!” said cause they didn’t want their years a new, younger buyer at about dipping their paper
Jonathan Adler, who owns 13 houses to look like their her family’s business, Bon- toes in the water?
retail locations that sell every- grandmothers’,” Jamieson Ton Blinds & Interiors in Egg
First, Koch says, you need
thing from pillows to pepper says.
Harbor Township, N.J. “It to purchase it in person, to
shakers. “If you’re not ready
Yet it’s exactly Rachel seems it skipped a genera- see the true colors, to touch
to wallpaper your entire life, Schwartz’s childhood memo- tion,” says the thirtysome- it. Once you narrow your
you’d be mad not to start with ries that inspired her to wall- thing designer. “Now what choices to a handful, you usuyour powder room or bed- paper away.
draws a younger homeowner ally can take home the samroom ceiling.”
“My parents have a flair for are the wonderful textured pa- ple books or have individual
A veteran of the industry, aesthetic adventure,” she pers as well as new graphic samples sent to you so you
Kathleen Jamieson, owner of says of the house decorated and more contemporary/tran- can tape them on your walls
the Mock Fox in Malvern, has by family friend Bennett sitional designs. It offers a and live with them a while.
also noticed wallpaper’s come- Weinstock. “I grew up sur- sense of character and artisTry “solid, textured grass
back. She does use it on ceil- rounded by wallpapered tic expression to a room.”
cloth or using it in the back of
ings, such as in the dining rooms, so it was natural for
Much of Koch’s own home a bookshelf, in an accent wall
room of a Merion home me to want to paper my own in Margate is done in Thibaut in a room,” says designer Berwhere she put a high-gloss house. I love to play with col- wallpaper, from sea grass to man. “People who don’t like
chocolate on the walls with a or and texture and to take oversize prints. “The industry wallpaper have memories of
grass cloth coffered on the some chances without being has evolved as well as the it being overdone. That can
ceiling. In bigger two-story over-the-top.” Schwartz, of product’s actual fabrication. be suffocating.”
spaces, wallpaper can “warm Haverford, worked with two It is much easier to install
A little went a long way in
up a room and bring it down designers at Walls & Win- and remove than it was in the the Doron house. “When I
to earth.”
dows interior design show- past.”
moved into our house, I didn’t
For Jamieson’s current wall- room in Bala Cynwyd. In one
Koch says there are envi- want to rush buying art,” says
paper project at a Villanova room, Schwartz paired a hot- ronmentally friendly benefits, the mother of two. “I wanted
sunroom-turned-office, she is pink floral paper above a too. Besides the available re- to be able to collect over time.
using a jungle-print wallpa- chair rail with striped paper cycled papers, the extra layer With wallpaper, a room looks
per and Kelly Wearstler below it.
of insulation helps with ener- finished and like a work of
prints for windows and upholStephanie Koch grew up gy efficiency and sound ab- art.”
RACHEL SCHWARTZ

A bedroom in Rachel Schwartz’s home is decorated in an orange stripe by Larsen, and a ceiling

Review Music

Murdoch upstaged by his opener
By David R. Stampone
FOR THE INQUIRER

Alexi Murdoch took care of
one potential problem in no
time at his sold-out concert
Wednesday at the First Unitarian Church’s sanctuary. He
left his one huge hit, “Orange
Sky,” out of the set entirely.
That 2003 track, which
brought inescapable comparisons between Murdoch and
English dream-folk icon Nick
Drake, was as overexposed as
it gets: heard on the
soundtracks of both Garden
State and Away We Go, TV’s

JESSICA SHOKRIAN

Alexi Murdoch avoided his

overexposed hit “Orange
Sky” to focus on his latest
album, “Towards the Sun.”

Dawson’s Creek, The O.C., Prison Break, House, Brothers &
Sisters, and Ugly Betty, and in
Honda and Hallmark ads.
On Wednesday, with a fivepiece band behind him, Murdoch focused on material
from his latest album, Towards the Sun. His voice is
truly a deep, rich wonder, worthy of Drake as well as Richard Thompson, but his need
to tune his instrument after
most songs throughout his
80-minute set, coupled with a
slight aloofness, sometimes
killed momentum. Arguably
best was the haunting nearsolo number “The Light (Her
Hands Were Leaves).”
To be fair, part of the problem was the comparison to
solo opener Sam Amidon, an
adventurous and engaging
folkie from Brattleboro, Vt.,
with five albums under his
belt. In less than half of Murdoch’s time onstage, Amidon
proved far more the fluid performer. He sang reworked traditional murder ballads
(“How Come That Blood”) in
a sometimes craggy yet controlled, powerful voice that
helped create his own slightly
nasal Celtic/Appalachian synthesis. He also alternated between acoustic guitar and
banjo (no tuning needed).
The communicative Amidon set up some of his numbers with oddly complementary stream-of-consciousness

asides — a dream of sleeping
with “a fuzzy little donkey” as
a pillow — and one description of Iceland, where he recorded his latest album, I See
the Light, as “like a small village of friendly white people
on the moon.” His measured
set didn’t have any of the
beats and sparse electronica

Now opeN: our NeweST locaTioN

heard on his recordings, but
he did reach for some inspired “out” moments on his
finale, “Pretty Fair Damsel,”
taking leave of the trad tune
for acoustic free-jazz guitar
runs and shrieking scat before smoothly slipping back
into the song as if nothing
had happened. Entertaining.

ExpEriEncE pErsonal,
FriEndly sErvicE in our
nEwEst location!

The ShopS aT

Valley Square

Th e P r e s e r vat i o n A l l i a n c e
f o r G r e at e r P h i l a d e l p h i a P r e s e n t s

The 2011 Old House Fair

•

Saturday, March 26, 2011
11

•

9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Germantown Friends School
31 W. Coulter Street, Philadelphia, PA
•

COME! SEE! LEARN!

friendly, experienced associates
quality window hardware

•

family-owned company
•

• Two buildings with 70+ booths of historic preservation and restoration
vendors, services and consultants.
• Service and product workshops, demonstrations and presentations.

100% guarantee

1520 North Main Street

• FREE 15 minute consultations with old house specialists at the “Ask
the Experts” table.
• FREE 15 minute exterior paint color consultations with “The Color
Doctor.”
• FREE mortar consultation with LimeWorks.US. Bring your sample!

•

Warrington, PA 18976

(Next to Ted’s Montana Grill)

Monday — Saturday 10am – 9pm, Sunday 11am – 5pm
(215) 343-3043 • www.countrycurtains.com

$10 General Admission / $5 Preservation Alliance Members
$10 General Admission/$5 Preservation Alliance Members
$2 off General Admission with this ad
$2 off general admission with this ad
For tickets
and
more
call
215.546.1146
For tickets
and
moreinformation
information call
215.546.1146
or visit:
www.preservationalliance.com
or visit www.preservationalliance.com

home decorating accessories
•

Join over one-thousand of your neighbors and fellow residents
of historic homes for an exciting day featuring:

unique bedding

full size window displays

•
•

free swatches
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*Business Intelligence Research Study of Retailers, Jan. 2010

